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1. Introduction 
Fermat [4] expressed his belief that every Fermat number F,, = 22”+ 1 is a prime, 
but admitted that he had no proof. Elsewhere [3] he said that he regarded the theorem 
as certain. Later [5] he implied that it might be proved by descent. Chr. Goldbach [6] 
called Euler’s attention to this conjecture of Fermat. 
Euler [2] proved by the following famous calculation that Fs =4294967297 is com- 
pound: 
5.2’+1 =O(mod5.2’+1), 
5.2’~ - 1 (mod5.2’+1), 
54.27’4 = I (mod5.2’+1), 
54 + 24 = 5.2’ + 1, 
54 = - 24 (mod 5.2’ + l), 
1 = 54.27’4 = L24; 2”:(mod (5.27 + 1)). 
. , 
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The result can be derived immediately by direct division. 
225 + 1 = 641.6700417. 
This note presents a logical method to extract the general content of calculations. 
This generalizations are applied to characterize the difference between the mathematical 
insight that is used in the first factorization and the division carrying no additional 
information. 
2. Calculations and their interpretations 
We use many sorted first-order languages, the signature will always be denoted. 
Terms, (atomic, closed, quantifier-free) formulas are defined as usual. The logics con- 
tain the constant T (true). X + A denotes the validity of A in (the class of struc- 
tures) Xx. 
A substitution CT is a mapping from the set of variables V to the set of terms 
F-, s.t. a(x) =x, for almost all x. Notation: {xi H ti,. . .,x, H t,}; the empty substitu- 
tion is denoted by E. We call the set dam(a) = {x: G(X) #x} the domain and the set 
rg(o) = {G(X): x E dam(o)} the range of cr. 
A substitution G = {xl H ~1,. . . , x, H yn}, where x1, yi are different variables is called 
renaming if all variables are replaced by different variables s.t. rg(a) n dom (a) = 8 and 
the replacement is l-l. Moreover, it must not be the case that after an application of a 
renaming to a term t, any variable positions that are named differently in t are named 
equally in ta. 
Definition 1. A calculation in X is a finite tree of closed quantifier-free formulas 
different from T, valid in X. The bottom formula is the result of the calculation. 
If A ,, . . . , A, are direct predecessors of A in the calculation then (Al,. . . , A, 1 A) is a 
calculation step. 
Note that we did not impose any other restrictions on calculation steps than the 
validity of the occurring formulas. 
Example 2. Consider the class of boolean algebras B with signature (Val(.), =, 1, -, 
~I,IJ, 2). Val(x) is defined by x= 1. 
The following trees of formulas are calculations in 98: 
Val(l3 1) 
Val((l3 1) U (13 1)) 
Val(1 U-l) 
Val((l3 1)U -1) 
Val((l3 l)U(l3 1)) 
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3. Abstraction of calculation steps 
5 
Definition 3. Let 
@I,... J-J + (Al,...An) 
iff there exists a 0 s.t.&a=Ai for& #T. Let (A 1,. . . ,A, ) A) be a calculation step of 
a calculation in Xx. 
Then (k, , . . . ,& 1 A) is an abstraction of (Al,. . . ,A, 1 A) iff 
(i) @I,... ,A;,Ik)~(A1,...,A,JA), _ - 
(ii) ~~~~,...x,(I\~~~~A~>A) s.t. xl,..., n; are all the free variables in (21,. . . , 
A-* 12). 
@l,...,& 12) is proper iffA#A. (2 1,. . . ,A, 12) is general iff it is proper and there 
is no abstraction (A{, . . . ,A; I A’) s.t. (A:, . . . ,A; (A’) =+ (Al,. . . ,k, ( 2) but not (21,. . . , 
A;,I+(A;,...,A;IA’). 
Note that abstractions are in general no calculation steps because they may contain 
free variables. Moreover, the computation of abstractions might not be effective, as its 
definition embodies the verification of validity of universal formulas. The generalization 
procedure depends on the following fact: 
Proposition 4. There are at most finitely many abstractions of a calculation step. 
Example 5. The following are the general abstractions of the calculation steps in 
Example 2: 
Val(1 11) 
Val((l> l)U(l> 1)) 
Original calculation step General abstractions 
(Val( 1 3 1)) (Val(x 2 x)) 
(Val(l~l)~Val((l>l)U(1~1))) (T)Val((x>x)Uy)) 
(TlVabU(x~x))) 
Pal(x) I Wx U Y N 
W(y) I Wy Ux>) 
1 
Val(1 U -1) 
Val((1 3 1) U -1) 
Val((1 1 1)U (111)) 
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Original calculation step 
(Val(1 U -1)) 
(Val(1 U -1) 1 Val((1 3 1) U -1)) 
General abstractions 
(Val(x U -x)) 
(T I W(x 1x1 U Y>) 
WW u Y) I W(z 1x1 u Y>) 
(Val((l>l)u-l)~Val((l>l)u(l>l))) (T1Val((x>x)Uy)) 
(T I WY U (x 1 xl>> 
(Val(x U -y) 1 Val(x U (y 3~))) 
4. Generalization of calculations 
The concept of generalization of calculations as introduced in this note is based on 
the concept of unification. 
We call t is an instance of s if S(T = t for some substitution CJ. In this case s is said 
to be more general than 1. The instance relation is denoted as sd t. 
For substitutions cr and r we define analogously rdo if there exists a substitution 
p s.t. Top = 0. 
Definition 6. If A is any set of expressions and (T is a substitution, then CJ is said 
to unifv A, or to be a unifier for A, if Aa is a singleton. Any set of well-formed 
expressions which has a unifier is said to be zkjiable. 
Definition 7 (Most general unzjier). If A is a finite nonempty set of well-formed ex- 
pressions. Let A be unifiable with unifier 0. Then a is a most general unijier if for all 
other unifiers r of A: a < z. 
We write mgu(s, t) for a most general unifier (m.g.u.) of two terms s and t. 
Theorem 8 (Unification Theorem [S]). Let A be any jinite nonempty set of well- 
formed expressions. If A is unljiable, then A is unijable with a most general unifier 
a; moreover for any unifier z of A: a d t. 
Henceforth we will speak of the most general unifier since the m.g.u. is unique up 
to renaming of variables, cf. [7,8]. 
Definition 9. The matrix of A, A quantifier-free isk s.t. 
(i) ka = A, for some substitution a, 
(ii) 2 does not contain function symbols, 
(iii) every variable ink occurs only once. 
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If there are no general abstractions for a calculation step corresponding to a node 
and its immediate predecessors, then assign the matrix of the original formula to 
the node and remove all nodes in the sub-tree above. 
For every node and its immediate predecessors in the (pruned) calculation tree 
select a general abstraction of the corresponding calculation step and assign the 
formulas of the abstraction to the nodes. 
If T is assigned to a node, then remove this node and the sub-tree above. 
Unify all pairs of formulas that have been assigned to the same node; this unifi- 
cation is processed simultaneously. 
The variables are kept disjoint in steps (i)-(iii). 
Let A 1,. . . , A,, be the substitution instances of the matrices assigned to nodes in step 
(ii) (Al,..., A,, are also referred to as assumptions). Moreover, let A be the formula 
assigned to the bottom node of the calculation. Then 
A,,...,A,DA 
denotes the result of the generalization. 
Theorem 11. Let C be a calculation in X. 
(i) There are finitely many generalizations G1, . . . , G, of C with results 
AII,...,AI~, D Al, 
A A ml,..., mn, D A, 
s.t. x FVX, . . .x,(l\Aij > Ai), for all 1 < i < m, 1 d j < ni. 
(ii) C can be obtained from Gi by instantiation and addition of sub-calculations. 
Proof. (i) There are at most finitely many general abstractions for a calculation step. 
The number of their combination bounds the number of generalizations. 
By definition every general abstraction of a calculation step is valid. The calculation 
steps that do not admit general abstractions are reflected in the left-hand side of the 
implication. 
(ii) Using the generality of m.g.u. (see Theorem S), we obtain a fragment of the 
original calculation by instantiation which contains the result of the calculation. Hence, 
it remains to re-introduce the missing sub-calculations. 0 
Example 12. The following are all possible generalizations of the calculations given 
in Example 2: 
Val(1 3 1) 
Val((1 3 1) U (13 1)) 
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Val((x 3 x) U y) CT=& Val((x 1 x) U y) 
Val(yU(xIx)) O=E Val(yU(x>x)) 
Val(x > x) 
Val( 2) Val(x 2 x) 
Val( X U y) a={.i H (xxx)} Val((xIx)Uy) 
Val(x 3 x) 
Val( X) Val(x > x) 
Val( y U X) CJ={XH (x2x)) Val(yU(x>x)) 
The left-hand side of the table describes sequences of calculation steps, written verti- 
cally. This sequence is transformed by the application of a unifier G and the resulting 
generalization of the calculation is written on the right-hand side. 
Val(1 U -1) 
Val((1 11) U -1) 
Val((l~l)U(l~l)) 
Val((x 3 x) U y) g=(-: Val( (x 3 x) U y > 
Val(y U (x > x)) ci = 1: Val(y u (x 3 x)) 
Val(x3x)Uy) 
Val(fU -j) Val((x 3x) U -3) 
Val(XU(y32)) u={xH(X>X),y~-~} Val((x3x>U(J3z)) 
Val(x U -x) 
Val(x’ U y’) 
Val((f>x’)Uy’) Val(x U -x) 
Val( f U -3) Val((Z3x)U -x) 
Val( X U j 3 z)) ~={x’Hx,~‘H-x,~Hx,~H(Z>X)} Val((Z3x)U(x3z)) 
Example 13. Replace the class of boolean algebras 93 in Example 2 by the class of 
all Heyting algebras ~8’. Both calculations are calculations in X. 
The difference is that Val( 1 U-l) admits only the general abstraction Val( 1 Ux), all 
other general abstractions remain unchanged. 
The fourth generalization of the second calculation has to be replaced by 
Val( 1 U -x) 
Val((ZXl)U-x) 
Val((Z2 l)U(x>z)) 
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5. Generalization of Euler’s calculation 
We formalize Euler’s calculation in (Z, N iI+, ., -, exp, r, E), where 
+: ZXZ-tZ,’ :zxz-+z, -:z+z, 
exp : Z x N + Z, exp(x, y) is also denoted as xJ’, r : Z x Z x N + Z, 
where r(x, y,z) is defined by Ciii (;)x~_Y-~-’ i.e. (X + y)” =x2 + r(x, y,z) . y, for 
z 3 0. 
6 contains constants for all natural numbers. 
The calculation of Euler in the modified language: 
D 
5.27=-l+D 4=2.2 54 + 24 = D 
A 54 = -24 + D 
54.27’4 = 1 +r(-l,D,4).D 
54 27.4 = -24.27.4 + 27.4 D 
1 + E.D = -24 .27,4 + 27.4.~ 
27’4+4 + 1 = + 27.4).D (-E 7.4 + 4 = 25 
225 + 1 = + (-E 27.4).D 
X’ =x1 
x2+y2=z2 
x2=-y2+z2 x3 = y3(*) 
x4.y4u4=(-1)+~4 bq=2.c4 Tr 
x5 = ys(*) 




x4 ’ Y4 a4b4=l +r(-l,uq,b4).vd x7 . W7 = -(y7 . W-i) + w7 . z7 
x8 = YS x8 =z8 
Y8 =zs 
x9 y9+z9 +u9=(-v9+a9).w9 x10 = Y1o(*) 
x;;’ + 011 =w11 Ull =y11 
x;;’ + 0” =w11 
All equations labeled by (*) are assumptions. 4 = 2.2 could be generalized to b4 = c4.2, 
the result remains unchanged. 
Lemma 14. The general abstractions of the calculation steps are those denoted in the 
picture. They are unique with exception of II where the second general abstraction 
is obtained by replacing b4 = 2 ’ c4 by b4 = c4 .2. 
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The unification gives 
Xl HL3 c4 +-+X Z7d a9 H 2”’ 
x~Hv.~~v~H~~ XgI--+UY.2UY XIO~Y+U~y 
!5 
II\ 
Y2 - 1 XgHOY+2rysH1 +r(-l,D,y).L?yioH2” 
z2 Hfi 
n 
YSHD ZsH-2r.2UY+2UY.L3x,, H2 
X3 - Y xg-vy u9 H 1 Ull HT+U.y 
~~~2.x yh~2r v9d 011 H 1 
x4 - v Z(jHb w9d wtiH-_k+2UY~d 
Y4 b--+2 X,-d x9 H 2 
a4 H u y7-zr y9++Y 
b4 ++ Y w7 I-+ 2”Y Z9HU.Y 
6 
v.2U+l=~ 
v.2”=-1 +B y=2.x VY+2’=Ij 
n 
,E 
UY = -2’ + 6 
vY.2UY=1 +Y(-1,&4) .L? vY.2uY=-2’.pY+pY.fi 
1 +E.fi=_2’.2UY +2UY.b 
2 ‘+“Y+l=(_i+22uY).jj r+u.y=y11 
2’” + l=(-~+yy).fi 
The result of the generalization is 
We conclude: 
Theorem 15. F,, can be shown to be compound using Euler’s method ifs the following 
equations can be solved: 
v2x +y = v .y+2 + 1 and (n+2). 2x+r = 2” 
with v # 0, v # 22”--(n+2) 
Proof. It follows from the result of the generalization that y =2x, vY+2’ = v. 2”+1, 
r+u . y = 2Y”. To apply the generalization to Euler’s factorization substitute 2” for 
yii. Moreover, it is known that all divisors of F, are of the form v 2nf2 + 1 [9], 
p. 223 hence uHn+2. v#O, vf2 2”--(n+2) eliminates the in-genuine divisors. 0 
Remark. The generalization of the direct division gives the trivial generalization: 
X=yDX= y. 
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6. Conclusion 
At a first glance it may seem that it is not possible to automatize the method of 
generalization developed in this note, because even the generalization of the calculation 
steps is not effective. But as calculation steps found in mathematical computations ex- 
press directly understandable transformations, it is expected that these calculation steps 
can also be generalized directly. Therefore, it is not necessary to restrain automation 
to decidable theories as Real Closed Fields or Algebraically Closed Fields. 
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